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ABSTRACT

Today, the Internet is the most well-known and the largest internetworking, which
links hundreds of thousands of networks all over the world. Consequently, the
Internet is the biggest source of exchanging information among people to
communicate internally within the organization or externally with other
organizations. The Internet can benefit organizations or companies in building
new business models to link directly to their customers or suppliers, which is
called "Electronic Commerce on the Internet".

The NVR Gem Company, which operates a family business, is producing and
selling many types of gems. Currently the company faces many problems with the
existing order system. The business process of the existing order system is
inefficient, causing time-waste and increasing high operation expenses in the
company. However, the electronic commerce on the Internet offers the company
new market opportunities and new sales channels.

This project proposes the use of the electronic commerce methodology by using
the company's website to sell products and receive orders from customers of the
company via the Internet. The investment cost is reasonable and the website is
available to the consumers 24 hours a day. After the old system is replaced by the
electronic order system, the new system offers the company an easier way to
communicate with the existing customers as well as potential new customers at a
very low cost; furthermore, the redundant process in the existing order system is
discarded, causing an efficiency of the order system. On the other hand, the
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customers can use the tracking function in order to check their status while their
order is on the processing, thus that will increase the customer's satisfaction.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Today, the Internet is actually the biggest source of information, and it is an easy way
to do the e-commerce. Furthermore, the cost to invest in the e-commerce via the
internet is normally the reasonable cost and the e-commerce system is not difficult to
maintain. Thus, the maintenance cost will be reasonable. The E-commerce system
allows people to run their own business by themselves. Creating their own websites,
as virtual stores, allows everyone in the world, who connects to the Internet to visit
their websites to do business with customers. Consequently, the e-commerce allows
customers to order products from their websites 24 hours everyday. The concept of
the e-commerce presents two major advantages, which are saving time and saving
costs.

Technological innovation is the leading catalyst of change in the way we
communicate, create, produce, fulfill, and purchase goods and services in today's
world. The global acceptance of computers and affordability of applications have
enabled businesses to tap the opportunities available via cutting-edge technologies.
Since information is becoming more accessible than ever before, it is the ability to
access and communicate information quickly and efficiently that is revolutionizing
the way customers purchase goods and services and the way businesses operate.

Most of the business managers face the challenge of maintaining their company's
competitive advantages in an ever changing global marketplace. Whether a company
is an established corporation or an entrepreneurial startup, managers need to choose
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the right tools to help the company operate worldwide as well as to enhance the way
to communicate to each other and develop a new distribution channel.

NVR gems company was established in 1983. It is a family business, which is one of
the manufacture to do only cutting gems according to customers' requirements. This
company is a small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) belonging to Mr. Somwang
Suksalee. The company is producing and selling many types of gems in various
distinctive patterns. This is the company's core competence to operate in the gem
industry. In the year 2001, the company received the reputation as a good producer of
Pravate District under the OTOP (One Tambol-One Product) project.

Currently the management system is handled by a manual process. Such orders are
received from the customers by telephone and fax. This manual process always
generates human errors, causing mistakes in the ordering process. Moreover the
manual process seems to be inappropriate as more information keeps building up
because of the increase of customers both in Thailand and foreign countries as well as
the business gradually grows.

According to the increase of demands, the ordering process cannot support it. The
management decides to develop electronic ordering system to present the products
and also receive orders from customers through a website. By providing another
channel, it can help the company to increase the efficiency of the ordering system and
would enhance the competence of the company to communicate with the existing
customers and the potential customers as well.
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1.2 Project Problem

By interviewing the Managing Director of NVR Gems company, one of critical
factors is the incapability of supporting customers in terms of the increasing demand
that is considered a problem. Normally, the company receives orders from the
customers by telephone or fax. The mistake has occurred in the ordering process when
the company receives orders from customers, which can be identified as follows:

•

Fax - When an order received via fax, it is probably unclear deal to bad
handwriting, and ink problems during sending and receiving the fax.

•

Human errors - There are some mistakes on the human communication,
especially by human voice. It causes misunderstanding of the customers when
they place an order. Then the receiver makes a wrong order in terms of
product specification, such as size, pattern, color, etc. In addition, the human's
handwriting is another problem that always occurs. Thus these problems lead
to the mistake in the production process and that it wastes many resources
such as gems, time, and workforce.

Secondly, customers request for product information such as color, pattern, price, and
especially for the new pattern. To support the customer's need the company has to
make an appointment with the customer in order to give the catalog, and present
him/her some of the products. Sometimes, the company needs to deliver sample
products to customers for the buyer's supporting decision. Therefore, this is one the
problem that leads to increasing expenses in operation.
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Thirdly, the existing order process is inefficient to collect the customer's profile,
product and historical data of orders from the customer. As a result, it takes time to
retrieve information in order to response to the customer at that time. Moreover, it is
also difficult to forecast the product when the product should be available in the stock.

Finally, customers, products and order records are paper-based documents which take
time to retrieve and difficult to maintain.

1.3 Project Objectives

As the ultimate target is to increase the efficiency of the ordering system, the purposes
of this study are:
1. To study and analyze the company's current ordering process and order

tracking system.
2. To develop the database system of inventory and production status to support
electronic ordering and tracking system through web-based technology.
3. To enhance sales productivity in communication with customers.
4. To have market database as for demand forecast.

1.4 Scope of study

The scope of this project tends to study and analyze the current of the day-to-day
operational problems in the ordering process and develop the electronic ordering
processing system. The main idea of this project is on

1. Electronic ordering system

4

2. Company Website which consists of online catalogue, electronic ordering
system, and online order tracking.
3. New Database design for inventory management.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Background of Literature

This chapter will review articles, texts, white papers, and similar sources of reference
to provide an overview of current knowledge on both the electronic business and webbased concept. Furthermore, the use of the electronic ordering system in various
businesses will be provided in this chapter in order to provide a clear picture based on
the current situation.

I2.2.1.1 Defining the electronic commerce

2. 1 Background of Literature

concept and Models use in e-commerce

2.2.1.2 Electronic business methods and tools

2.2.2.1 Identifying web-based system
architecture

2. Chapter Map

1

2.2 Parent discipline

2.2.2 Defining the Web-based
concept

I2.2.3 Defining the systems
development

lire cycle concept

2.3 Immediate discipline
2.3.2 The use of electronic ordering system

Figure 2-1 : Literature Model

Source: Developed for this project
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2.2 Parent discipline
In this project, the parent discipline review includes defining the electronic business
concept, web-based concept and system development life cycle concept in
implementing and performing the ordering system.

2.2.1 Defining the electronic business concept
Slyke and Belanger (2003) stated that the definition of electronic business is the use
of electronic communications networks to allow organizations to send and receive
information. The term e-business is often used interchangeably with e-commerce,
however, it is generally accepted that the e-business is more encompassing in that it
includes internal communications of an organization. Furthermore, the electronic
business does not have to utilize the Internet or web.

Morath (2000) stated that electronic business is either the launch of a completely new
company or business unit or the redefinition of the overall business approach of an
existing company. This will usually be done by launching new types of services and
products reflecting the possibilities provided by interactive selling, interactive
production and supply chain management, as well as interactive delivery.

Weatherford (2001) cited that E-business (electronic business) is the use of
technology infrastructure and applications to synthesize and optimize new and
existing business processes. E-business, on the other hand, also includes business-toemployee relations, on-line tools to increase productivity between geographically
separated offices, and making purchase orders and other forms available on line.
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Greenstein and Vasarhelyi (2000) stated that the term electronic business includes the
exchanges of information not directly related to the actual buying and selling of
goods. Increasingly, businesses are using electronic mechanisms to distribute
information and provide customer support. Therefore, these activities are not
commerce activities, instead they are business activities. That means the term
electronic business is broader.

2.2.1.1 Defining the electronic commerce concept and Models use in e-commerce
Electronic commerce has become such a common term in society today that we often
fail to think about its real meaning. Electronic indicates the use of some technology,
normally but not always wired to accomplish a task. Commerce can be defined
broadly as the transaction of goods or services for profits. The word profit would by
definition exclude governmental and charitable activities, sectors of society that have
also embraced electronic means to conduct their affairs. Therefore, electronic
commerce can be defined as the online exchange of value between organizations and
their partners, employees, or customers with the absence of geographical and time
restrictions (Urbaczewski, Jessup, and Wheeler, 1998).

Slyke and Belanger (2003) cited in Wigand (1997) stated that electronic commerce is
any form of economic activity conducted via electronic connections. Generally, the
economic activity described occurs between at least two parties. The at least is
important; it is common for an electronic commerce transaction to actually involve
several parties. Furthermore, electronic commerce does not have to involve the
Internet and World Wide Web. While most e-commerce stories in the business and
popular press involve Internet-based electronic commerce. It is a fact that many
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electronic commerce activities occur outside of the Internet, instead of occurring via
privately owned data communications networks.

Greenstein and Vasarhelyi (2000) defined electronic commerce as "The use of
electronic transmission mediums (telecommunication) to engage in the exchange,
including buying and selling, of products and services requiring transportation, either
physically or digitally, from location to location". The electronic commerce involves
all sizes of transaction bases. As one would expect, electronic commerce requires the
digital transmission of transaction information. While transactions are conducted via
electronic devices, they may transported using either traditional physical shipping
channels, such as ground delivery service or digital mechanisms, such as the
download of a product from the Internet.

Morath (2000) stated that electronic commerce is a rather narrow initiative; for
example, it's opening an electronic channel for one particular aspect of the overall
business, such as sales via the Internet, electronic procurement or electronic payment.
Adjustments to the existing business model of the company will in this case only be
necessary in the specific area where electronic commerce will be launched.

In an article titled, "E-Business: Do You Really Know What You Are Getting Into?",
Weatherford (2001) defined "electronic commerce is the buying and selling of goods
and services over the Internet, plus the technology infrastructure and applications used
to support those transactions". E-commerce is about the use of information
technology for the support of business transactions. Business transactions can be, for
example, pre-sales activities, sales, purchases, finance and insurance, placing an
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order, delivery and payment, after-sales service and maintenance, joint productdevelopment, transactions with the government, etc. E-commerce comprehends trade
in physical products as well as trade in services. Concerned are products and services
that are traded electronically, but usually end in physical delivery, as well as services
that are traded and delivered electronically such as software or music.

Hasselbring (1999), stated that electronic commerce is the new buzzword for doing
business on the Internet. A main problem for business-to-business e-commerce lies in
the need for the information systems of the involved organizations to exchange
meaningful information. For letting the information systems of business partners
accomplish electronic business communication, semantic interoperability is necessary
to ensure that exchange of information makes sense that the provider and receiver of
information have a common understanding of the meaning" of the requested services
and data. Traditional EDI is not sufficient to solve electronic business communication
problems in an open and dynamic environment. Summarizing the development from
traditional EDI towards new advanced electronic business communication approaches
offering agent-based e-commerce marketplaces in which the meaning of business
messages is managed by means of shared repositories for formally specifying the
semantics of business.

Referring to Turban, Mclean and Wetherbe (2001), there are various models of theecommerce, as indicated in the following:
Business-to-Business (B2B): There are transactions where the buyers and
sellers are organizations.
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Business-to-Consumers (B2C): The sellers are organizations and the
buyers are individuals.
Consumer-to-Business (C2B): The consumers make known a particular
need for a product or service, and organizations compete to provide the
product or service.
Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C): An individual sells products or services to
other individuals.

.. l'IB e ·-.?

Intrabusiness (intraorganizational) Commerce: An organization uses
electronic commerce internally to improve its operations; it can be known
as business to its employees (B2E).
Government-to-Citizens (G2C) and others: The government provides
services to its citizens via EC technologies. Governments can do business
with other governments as well as with other organizations.
Collaborative Commerce (e-commerce): Business partners collaborate
electronically. Such collaboration frequently occurs between and among
business partners along the supply chain.
Mobile Commerce Cm-commerce): When e-commerce is done in a
wireless environment, such as using cell phones to access the Internet that
is called m-commerce.

2.2.1.2 Electronic business methods and tools
Electroniation is enabled by a new series of technological tools; referring to
Greenstein and Vasarhelyi (2000), there are varieties of the methods used and tools
that support e-business, and some of them are listed as follows:
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Tracking: E-business enables the merging of separate process, often from
different providers of outsourcing and through affiliation agreements.
Competent businesses bring these processes together in a transparent
manner aiming to provide a seamless interface for customers to follow the
delivery progress of their orders. This is called tracking.
Inventory Management: E-business often implies unorthodox forms of
inventory management. In addition to the traditional form of inventory
management, forms of joint provisioning arise where one manufacturer
produces inventory for many vendors and labels these parts accordingly.
Further complicating the schema, inventory is kept in one common
location and many infomediators have ownership of these stocks and have
to be able to count on their availability.
Database Marketing: Three tools of modem information technology and
logistics come together in database marketing to facilitate the evolution
toward one-to-one marketing: data warehouses, tools of data mining, and
the ability to profile clients. These tools put together in a judicious
marketing plan allow for the improved utilization of the e-business
environment by taking advantage of the intrinsic characteristics of the
environment. This plan allows for geographic, timely reaction, and
customer focus. The click-and-buy approach must use information about
the purchasing party either a consumer or a business to improve the
realization rate.
Continuous Reporting: According to the corporate information technology
changed dramatically during the late 1990s, these changes by the
technological enhancements are: Interconnectivity of most processes,
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Widespread adoption of Enterprise Resource Planning Systems, and
Evolution of user interfaces connected to database facilitated by the
WWW. When assembled, these capabilities allow for companies to report
their financial statements on a semi-continuous basis. For internal
management, organizations keep real-time records, most likely of cash,
receivables, payables, and inventory. Furthermore, bonds, commercial
papers, and other short-term obligations are also managed in a timely
manner. Continuous reporting is the real-time disclosure of transaction
data.
Continuous Auditing: The speed of business, in particular e-business, has
created additional impetus for the continuous monitoring and assurance of
online systems, or continuous auditing. While certain organizations made
efforts in this area in the late 1980s, current realities, such as the speed of
business and the preponderance of online activities, have created the need
for continuous monitoring and assurance.
E-Catalogs: They are computer databases aimed at presenting a product
list directly to buyers. These e-catalogs can have just the seller's item
contents or can support the infomediary's role with links to many
suppliers. E-catalogs are used both in business-to-consumer and businessto-business settings with little variation in basic technology. Infomediaries
(e.g., Amazon.com) will often rely on third-party inventories for much of
their sales as well as maintaining inventory in their own warehouses for
items with high sales volume. Furthermore, Turban, Mclean and Wetherbe
(2001) cited that electronic catalogs on CD-ROM and on the Web are
newer, and more powerful. The merchants' objective in preparing online
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catalogs is to advertise and promote products and services to customers
who use the catalogs as a source of information. With the help of search
engines, customers can quickly search electronic catalogs and can compare
products very effectively. Electronic catalogs consist of a product
database, a directory, search capability, and a presentation function.
Today, electronic catalogs are dynamic, customized, and integrated with
selling and buying procedures such as order taking and payment. Online
Catalogs have significant advantages when comparing to those of paper
catalogs as the following:
•

Easy to update product information.

•

Able to integrate with the purchasing process.

•

Good search and comparison capabilities.

•

Able to provide timely, up-to-date product.

•

Provision for global range of product information.

•

Possibility of adding voice and motion pictures.

•

Cost savings.

•

Easy to customize.

•

More comparative shopping.

•

Ease of connecting order processing, inventory processing, and
payment processing to the system.

2.2.1.3 The impact of electronic business
Referring to Slyke and Belanger (2003), the impact of e-business can be categorized
into three levels that are economies, organizations, and individuals. Each level can be
summarized and explain as the following:
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Impact of E-business on the Economy
•

Global: Distance and notional borders are less important when
dealing with digital products.

•

Move to intangible products: Information-based and digital
products are becoming increasingly important parts of the world
economy.

•

Stronger interlinks: lnterorganizational and interpersonal linkages
become more important and more practical as communication and
collaboration technologies improve.

•

Improved economic efficiency: E-business technologies, when
properly applied, can reduce the economic friction by lowering
transaction costs.

•

Network effects: The value of communication technologies
depends in part on the number of people using the technologies.
Network

effects

lead

to

explosive

growth

in

e-business

communication technologies.
hnpact of E-business on Organizations
•

Operational efficiency: E-business technologies allow businesses to
eliminate and reduce costs.

•

Channel conflict: Using new channels such as Web-based, directto-customer sales) may cause conflict with existing marketing
channels.

•

New markets: E-business technologies allow organizations to
explore new markets with little regard for geographic location.
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•

New competition: Lowering geographic barriers may allow new
competitors to enter the marketplace.

•

E-business investments: Organizations may feel that they have to
invest heavily in e-business technologies in order to stay
competitive.

•

Market changes: The application of e-business technologies may
alter the structure of some markets, such as stockbrokering and
music.

Impact of E-business on Individuals
•

Increased convenience: Consumers gain the ability to shop with
less regard to time or location.

•

Increased efficiency: Consumers incur lower transaction costs,
which results in greater economic efficiency.

•

Increased choice: Consumers can reach a greater variety of
providers of products or service due to fewer limitations of
location.

•

Potential for lower prices: Increased economic efficiency on the
part of businesses may be passed along to consumers in the form of
lower prices. Increased competition may also lower prices.

•

Access

inequities:

Individuals

without

the

technology

or

knowledge to utilize e-business may suffer.
•

Potential for fraud: Fraudulent organizations and individuals are
able to use e-business technologies to reach more potential victims.

•

Invasion of privacy: E-business technologies used for information
sharing may lead to privacy invasions

16

2.2.2 Defining the Web-based concept

Turban, Mclean and Wetherbe (2001) stated the web-based system, which is a kind of
client/server architecture concept, will become the future development and replace the
old client/server according to it being less expensive than many specially structured
client/server systems. Therefore, new web-based architectures may replace old ones, or
may integrate legacy systems into their structure.

2.2.2.1 Identifying web-based system architecture
Technically, the term of web-based system refers to the applications or services that
are resident on a server that is accessible using a web browser and is therefore
accessible from anywhere in the world via the World Wide Web (WWW). The only
client-side software can access and execute web-based applications via using a web
browser environment. An example of a web browser application would be installed
such as Netscape or Internet explorer. Additionally, two other very important features
of the web-based functionality are universally accessible via the web to users.

2.2.2.2 ldentifying benefits of combining web-based and intranet concepts
Turban, Mclean and Wetherbe (2001) cited that the intranet is a natural progression in
the marriage of enterprise and the Internet. Intranet is the use of WWW technologies
to create a private network, usually within the enterprise. Intranet has a variety of uses
and allows for securing on-line distribution of many forms of internal company
information. It can be the medium of work-group activities and distributed sharing of
the projects within the enterprise. The conversion of existing system to an intranet can
also be easy and fast.
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Referring to Bernard (1998), the use of intranet application helps gain the competitive
advantages in corporate environment as the following examples:
•

Management system: Manager can view daily progress reports from the
nationwide,

invoke database queries through self-explanatory menus,

electronic distributed reports in HTML or publish from the original database,
and post meeting minutes of various committees/teams for review by all
interested employees.
•

Collaborative workgroups and interdepartmental communication: Planners,
designers, engineers, and marketing people interactively collaborate m
designing or reengineering a product.

•

Online reference: Factory workers access instructions and maintenance
procedures. Employees view benefit programs or company policies.

•

Interactive communication: Researchers automatically distribute surveys to
employees, customers, or suppliers, and automatically gather the results into a
database. Employees sign up for events immediately after reading an online
announcement.

•

Training: A new employee clicks through an online orientation seminar and
completes an online quiz.

2.2.3 Defining the systems development life cycle concept
Referring to Stair (1995), the systems development process is typically called a
systems development life cycle (SDLC) because the activities associated with it are
ongoing. As each system until at last the system is installed and accepted. The life of
the system continues as it is maintained and reviewed. If the system needs significant
improvement beyond to scope of maintenance, if it needs to be replaced due to a new
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generation of technology, or if there is a major change in the IS needs of the
organization, a new project will be initiated and the cycle will be started over.

As shown in Figure 2-2, a particular system under development may move from one
phase of the SDLC to the next, and then back to a previous phase, and so on. Ideally,
it would be unnecessary to return to a previous phase to correct errors or make
adjustments. In reality, activities in a later phase of the SDLC may uncover a need to
change the results of previous steps. Thus, although it is described as a series of steps,
the SDLC is more likely to cycle back and forth between steps to continuously rebuild
and refine the system. In each step, there are checkpoints to determine if the step has
been successfully completed, if additional work is needed, and if the systems
development process should continue.

Systems Investigation

System investigation is usually the first step in the development of a new or modified
business information system. In the system investigation, potential problems or
opportunities are identified and the causes and scopes of these are considered in light
of the goals of the business. Sometimes, as the result of the dynamic nature of the
business environment, there is no existing system in place to tackle a problem or
exploit an opportunity. More often, there are already some systems in place to deal
with the problem or opportunity. In these cases, the existing system is examined to
determine whether it is sufficiently satisfying the goals of the organization. In either
case, the system investigation needs to be answered by the question is what the
problem is, and it is worth solving. The primary deliverable form of the system design
that results from this phase of the process is a set of information system projects for
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which some amount of organizational resources have been committed, and for which
systems analysis is recommended.

Systems Analysis
System analysis is the study of a single information systems application. The system
analysis seeks a general understanding of the solution that would be required to solve
the problem or exploits the opportunity identified in the system investigation. It
considers what the existing system do to solve the problem, considers alternative
solutions to the problem, and explores the feasibility and implications of these
solutions. In short, the system analysis needs to be answered by the question is what
the information system must do to solve the problems. The primary deliverable form
of the system analysis is a list of system requirements and priorities.

Systems Design
The purpose of the system design is to select the plan of a system that meets the
requirements necessary to deliver the problem solution. Typically, various logical
design models of the proposed system are created to show what the system will do
and what outputs it will generate. These logical design models are useful in verifying
that the output of the system does in fact meet the system requirements. Once the
logical design models have been verified, physical design models are begun. Physical
design models are usually detailed diagrams and specifications that describe the
physical characteristics of the system and the environment in which it will operate.
Systems design seeks to answer the question of how the information system will do
and what it must do to obtain the problem solution. The primary deliverable form of
the system design phase is a technical design that details system outputs, inputs, and
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user interfaces; specifies hardware,

software, database, telecommunications,

personnel, and procedure components; and shows how these components are related.

Systems Implementation

System implementation involves creating or acquiring the various system components
detailed in system design, assembling them, and placing the new or modified system
into operation. This phase includes hardware acquisition, software acquisition and/or
coding, personnel hiring and training, site preparation, data preparation, installation,
testing, start-up, and operation. The primary deliverable form of systems
implementation is an installed, operational information system that puts the problem
solution into effect.

Systems Maintenance and Review

The purpose of systems maintenance and review is to maintain and modify the system
that was delivered through system implementation. System maintenance involves
making changes to the system. Often some changes will be necessary to simply
sustain the system; that is, to keep the system operating as efficiently, error free, and
effectively as possible. System review is a periodic evaluation of the system. The
system is evaluated to see if the original desired results are being achieved. In
addition, the system is reviewed to see if it can be adapted to new or evolving
organizational goals and system requirements. If not, a complete systems
development process may begin anew.
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Figure 2-2 System Development Life Cycle methodology (SDLC)
Source: Adopted from Stair, Ralph M.

2.2.4 Identifying the basic methods used in business research
Personal Interview method
Zikmund (2003) stated that personal interview is a form or pattern of direct
communication in which an interviewer asks respondents questions in a face-to-face
situation. This versatile and flexible method is a two-way conversation between an
interviewer and a respondent. Personal interviews may take place in a factory, in a
homeowner's doorway, in an executive's office, in a shopping mall, or in other
settings. However, the personal interview has advantages and disadvantages which are
described as the following:
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Advantages
The face-to-face interaction between an interviewer and a respondent has several
characteristics that help to obtain complete and precise information.
The Opportunity for Feedback: Personal interviews allow for feedback; for
example, an employee who is reluctant to provide sensitive information about
her answers will be strictly confidential. The interviewer may also provide
feedback in clarifying any questions an employee or any other respondent has
about the instructions or questions. Circumstances may dictate that, at the
conclusion of the interview, the employee or other respondent be given
additional information concerning the purpose of the study. This is easily
accomplished with the personal interview.
Probing Complex Answers: An important characteristic of personal interviews
is the opportunity to follow up by probing. If a respondent's answer is brief or
unclear, the researcher may ask for a clearer or more comprehensive
explanation. Although interviewers are expected to ask questions exactly as
they appear on the questionnaire, probing allows the interviewer some
flexibility. Depending on the research purpose, personal interviews vary in the
degree to which questions are structured and in the amount of probing required
or allowed. The personal interview is especially useful for obtaining
unstructured information. Complex questions that cannot easily be asked in
telephone or mail surveys can be handled by skillful interviewers.
Length of Interview: If the research objective requires an extremely lengthy
questionnaire, personal interviews may be the only alternative. Generally,
telephone interviews last fewer than 10 minutes, whereas a personal interview
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can be much longer, perhaps an hour and a half. A rule of thumb for mail
surveys is that it should not be longer than six pages.
Complete Questionnaires: The social interaction between a well-trained
interviewer and a respondent in a personal interview increases the likelihood
that the respondent will answer all items on the questionnaire. The respondent
who grows bored with a telephone interview may terminate the interview at
his or her discretion simply by hanging up the phone. A respondent's self
administration of a mail questionnaire requires more effort. Rather than
writing a long explanation, the respondent may fail to complete some of the
questions on the self administered questionnaire.
Props and Visual Aids: Interviewing respondents face to face allows the
investigator to show them a new product sample, a sketch of a proposed office
or plant layout, or some other visual aids. This research could not have been
done in a telephone interview or mail surveys.
High Participation: While some people are reluctant to participate in a survey,
the presence of an interviewer generally increases the percentage of people
willing to complete the interview. Respondents are generally not required to
do any reading or writing; instead they would like to talk. Most people enjoy
sharing information and insights with friendly and sympathetic interviewers.
Personal interviews may be conducted at the respondent's home or office or in
many other places. The locale for the interview generally influences the
participation rate. Increasingly, personal interviews are being conducted in
shopping malls, even though research has shown that refusal rate is highest
when respondents are shopping in a mall.
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Door-to-Door Interviews: It provides a more representative sample of the
population than mail questionnaires. Door-to-door interviews may exclude
individuals living in multiple-dwelling units with security systems, such as
high-rise apartment dwellers, or executives who are too busy to grant a
personal interview during business hours. Telephoning individuals in these
subgroups to make an appointment may make the total sample more
representative; however, it may be difficult to obtain a representative sample
of the security-conscious subgroup based on a listing in the telephone
directory. People who are at home and willing to participate, especially if
interviewers are conducted in the daytime, are somewhat more likely to be
stay at home. These and other variables related to respondents' tendencies to
stay at home may affect participation.

Disadvantages
There are some disadvantages of personal interview. Respondents are not
guaranteed anonymity and therefore may be reluctant to provide confidential
information to another person. There is some evidence that demographic
characteristics of the interviewer influence respondents' answers; for example,
one research study revealed that male interviewers produced larger variance than
female interviewers in a survey where 85 percent of the respondents were female.
Older interviewers, interviewing older respondents, produce more variance than
other age combinations, whereas younger interviewers, interviewing younger
respondents, produced the least variance. Differential interviewer techniques may
be a source of interviewer bias. The rephrasing of a question, the interviewer's
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tone of voice, and the interviewer's appearance may influence the respondent's
answer.
Cost: Personal interviews are generally more expensive than mail, Internet,
and telephone surveys. The geographic proximity of respondents, the length
and complexity of the questionnaire, and the number of people who are
nonrespondents because they could not be contracted all influence the cost of
the personal interview.
Lack of Anonymity of Respondent: Because a respondent in a personal
interview is not anonymous and may be reluctant to provide confidential
information to another person, researchers often spend considerable time and
effort to phrase sensitive questions so that social desirability bias will not
occur; for example, the interviewer might show a respondent a card that lists
possible answers and ask him or her to read a category number rather than
verbalize sensitive answers.
Necessity for Callbacks: When a person selected to be in the sample cannot be
contacted on the first visit, a systematic procedure is normally initiated to call
back at another time. Callbacks, or attempts to recontact individuals selected
for the sample, are the major means of reducing nonresponse error. Calling
back a sampling unit is more expensive than interviewing the person the first
time around, because subjects who were initially not at home are generally
more widely dispersed geographically than the original sampling units.
Callbacks are important because not at home individuals may systematically
vary from those who are at home.
Global Considerations: Willingness to participate in a personal interview
varies dramatically around the world. The norms about appreciate business
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conduct also influence business people's willingness to provide information to
interviews.

Observation method
Scientific observation is the systematic process of recording the behavioral patterns of
people, objects, and occurrences as they are witnessed. No questioning of or
communicating with people occurs. The researcher utilizing the observation method
of data collection witnessed and records information as events occur or compiles
evidence from records of past events. (Zikmund, 2003)
A wide variety of information about the behavior of people and objects can be
observed. There are seven types of phenomena which can be observed as the
following:

Table 2-1 Seven kinds of phenomena can be observed
Phenomenon
1. Human behavior or action
2. Verbal behavior
3. Expressive behavior
4. Spatial relations
5. Temporal patterns
6. Physical objects
7. Verbal and pictorial records

Example
Workers' movement patterns in a factory
Statements made by airline travelers waiting in line
Facial expression, tone of voice, and other forms of
body language
Proximity of middle managers' offices to the
president's office
How long workers take to perform a task
How much paper office workers recycle
How many illustrations appear in a training booklet

Source: Adopted from Zikmund (2003)

Although the observation method may be used to describe a wide variety of
behaviors, cognitive phenomena, such as attitudes, motivations, expectations,
intentions, and preferences, cannot be observed, another limitation is that the
observation period is generally of short duration. Observing behavior patterns over a
period of several days or several weeks generally is either too costly or too difficult.
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The nature of observation study
Business researcher can observe people, objects, events, all other phenomena by
assigning the task to human observers or by using machines designed for specific
observation tasks. Human observers are commonly used when the situation or
behavior to be recorded is not easily predictable in advance of the research.
Mechanical observation, such as by traffic counters on the factory floor, can be very
accurate when the situation or behavior to be recorded is routine, repetitive or
programmatic. Human or mechanical observation methods may be unobtrusive in that
communication with the subjects is not generally necessary. Rather than ask
customers how much they spend shopping in a specific supermarket, the supermarket
manager might observe and record shopping time by timing the interval between a
shopper's entering and leaving the store. The unobtrusive or nonreactive nature of the
observation method often generates data without subjects' knowledge. An observation
situation in which the observer's presence is known to the subject is visible
observation. A situation in which the subject is unaware that observation is taking
place is hidden observation. Hidden, unobtrusive observation minimizes respondent
error. Furthermore, asking subjects to participate in the research is not required when
those subjects are unaware that they are being observed. However, hidden observation
raises an ethical issue concerning respondents' privacy.
The major advantage of observation studies over surveys, which obtain self-reported
data from respondents, is that the data obtained by observation are not subject to
distortions, inaccuracies, or other response biases due to memory error, social
desirability, and so on. The data are recorded when the actual behavior takes place.
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2.3 Immediate discipline
This section will describe the process of cutting and polishing gems and the use of
electronic ordering system in performing involved in this project.

2.3.1 The Process of Cutting and Polishing Gems

The process of cutting and polishing gems is called gemcutting or lapidary, while a
person who cuts and polishes gems is called a gemcutter or a lapidary (sometimes
lapidarist).

Gemstone material that has not been extensively cut and polished is referred to
generally as rough. Rough material that has been lightly hammered to knock off
brittle, fractured material is said to have been cobbed.

All gems are cut and polished by progressive abrasion using finer and finer grits of
harder substances. Diamond, the hardest naturally occurring substance, has a Mohs
hardness of 10 and is used as an abrasive to cut and polish a wide variety of materials,
including diamond itself. Silicon carbide, a manmade compound of silicon and carbon
with a Mohs hardness of 9.5, is also widely used for cutting softer gemstones. Other
compounds, such as cerium oxide, tin oxide, chromium oxide, and aluminum oxide,
are frequently used in polishing gemstones.
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Gem cutting Techniques

There are several common techniques used in gem cutting work as the following:

Sawing
In most gem sawing, a thin circular blade usually composed of steel, copper, or a

phosphor bronze alloy impregnated along the outer edge with diamond grit and
rotating at several thousand surface feet per minute literally scratches its way through
a gemstone. A liquid such as oil or water is used to wash away cutting debris and keep
the stone and the saw blade from overheating, which could cause damage to both the
stone and the sawblade.

Several sizes of circular rock saws are frequently used by most gemcutters:

•

A slab saw, typically 16 to 24 inches in diameter, is used to cut stones of
several inches thickness into relatively thin slabs (often 1/8 to 3/8 inch thick).

•

A trim saw, typically 6 to 10 inches in diameter, is used to cut smaller stones
into thin slabs or to cut small sections out of slabs.

•

A faceter's trim saw, typically 4 inches in diameter, is used with a very thin
blade, to saw small pieces of expensive rough.

There are also jigsaws that employ either a reciprocating wire or a continuous thin
metal band. These are useful for cutting curved lines that are impossible with circular
saws. They are also useful in minimizing waste on extremely valuable rough material.

Grinding

Grinding, usually with silicon carbide wheels or diamond-impregnated wheels, is used
to shape gemstones to a desired rough form, called a preform. As with sawing, a
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coolant/lubricant (water or oil) is used to remove debris and prevent overheating.
Very coarse diamond or silicon carbide, such as 60 grit, or mesh, (400 micron
particles) or 100 grit (150 micron particles), is used for rapid removal of stone, and
finer abrasive (600 grit - 30 micron, or 1200 grit - 15 micron) is used for final shaping
and sanding.

Sanding

Sanding is similar to grinding but uses finer abrasives. Its purpose is to remove deep
scratches left by coarser abrasives during grinding. Since it removes material less
rapidly, it also allows more delicate control over final shaping of the stone prior to
polishing. For stones with rounded surfaces, a flexible surface such as a belt sander is
often used to avoid creating flat areas and promote smooth curves.

Lapping

After a gemstone is sawed and ground to the desired shape and sanded to remove
rough marks left by coarser grits, it is usually polished to a mirror-like finish to aid
light reflection from the surface of the stone or refraction through the stone, in the
case of transparent materials. Very fine grades of diamond (50,000 to 100,000 mesh)
can be used to polish a wide variety of materials, but other polishing agents work well
in many instances. Usually, these polishing agents are metal oxides such as aluminum
oxide, cerium oxide, tin oxide, chromium oxide, ferric oxide, or silicon dioxide.
Different stones are often very inconsistent in their ease of polishing, particularly in
the case of faceted stones, so gemcutters are often very inventive in trying new
combinations of polishing agents and polishing surfaces, tin-lead, lead, leather, felt,
pellon, wood, or lucite laps for flat surfaces such as facets. Rounded surfaces, such as
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on cabochons, are often polished on felt, leather, cork, cloth, or wood. Polishing
removes small quantities of stone and can be used, especially when faceting small
stones, to do ultrafine shaping of the stone.

Drilling
When a gemcutter desires a hole in or through a gemstone, a small rotating rod or
tube with a diamond tip, or a slurry of silicon carbide and coolant, is used to
drillthrough the stone. Ultrasonic, or vibrating, drills are also very effective, but they
tend to be costly and thus reserved for high-volume commercial drilling.

Tumbling
Large quantities of roughly shaped stones are often tumbled, i.e., turned at a slow
speed in a rotating barrel with abrasives and water for extended periods either days or
weeks. By tumbling with progressively finer grades of abrasive and washing carefully
between grades, the stones are gradually smoothed and polished to serendipitous but
often very attractive shapes. Tumbling barrels are often hexagonal in outline in order
to enhance the stirring action of barrel rotation. An alternative to rotatory tumblers is
a vibratory machine, often called a vibratory tumbler, in which the containing barrel
vibrates rather than rotates. The more stationary arrangement of vibratory machines
makes it much easier to examine the progress of the stones inside, whereas standard
tumblers must be halted in order to check progress. In addition to polishing
gemstones, tumbling is often used to polish large quantities of metal jewelry.
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By using the techniques listed above, gemstones are typically fashioned into one
of several familiar forms as the following:

Cabochons

One of the simplest lapidary forms is the cabochon, a stone that is smoothly rounded
and polished on top, relatively flattish, and either flat or slightly rounded on the
bottom. This form of cutting is often used for opaque or translucent stones, but is also
frequently used for transparent materials that contain too many inclusions to yield a
good faceted stone. Coloration and patterning provide the major interest in such
stones. Cabochon cutting, or cabbing, is often performed by simply holding the stone
in the fingers, but it is more commonly done by <lopping the stone to a wooden or
metal dopstick. This facilitates twirling the stone to form smooth curves and avoid flat
areas during grinding, sanding, and polishing. A typical cabbing machine holds
several wheels representing a progressive series of diamond or silicon carbide grit,
turned by a common arbor and motor, and a water supply that provides a
coolant/lubricant to wash away debris and keep the stone from overheating as it is
ground and sanded on progressively finer wheels.

Faceted Stones

Faceting is most often done on transparent stones. Flat facets are cut and polished
over the entire surface of the stone, usually in a highly symmetrical pattern. The stone
is <lopped on a metal dopstick, which is then inserted in a handpiece that allows
precise control of positioning. The cutting angle is adjusted vertically via a protractor
and rotationally via an index gear. The facets are then ground, sanded, and polished
on a rotating lap, while water or another liquid acts as a coolant and lubricant. When
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one side, top or bottom of the stone is finished, a jig is used to transfer the stone to a
dopstick on the opposing side.

A faceting machine usually employs a motor that turns a lap, a water supply, an
adjustable handpiece with index gears and a protractor, and an adjustable mast or
platform to hold the handpiece assembly. Most commercially available gemcutting
machines employ a mast, but a few employ a platform.

In recent years, innovative faceters have employed techniques such as concave facets,

grooves, and combinations of faceting and cabbing to produce new forms in faceted
stones.

Beads and Spheres

Spheres are initially sawed into cubes or dodecahedrons and then ground to shape
between two pipes or rotating concave cutters, allowing the stone to rotate freely in
any direction to form a perfect spherical shape. As with other lapidary processes,
gradually finer grades of abrasive are used to grind, sand, and polish the stone. While
beads may be faceted, they are more commonly cut and polished as small spheres and
then drilled to allow stringing. Bead mills are used to grind and sand large quantities
of beads simultaneously. They typically employ a grooved lap and a flat lap between
which the beads are rolled and worn to shape. After shaping and sanding, beads are
usually polished by tumbling.

Inlays
In an inlay, a gemstone is cut to fit and glued into a hollow recess in another material

such as metal, wood, or other stones and then the top ground and polished flush with
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the surrounding material. Stones most commonly used for inlay are strongly colored
opaque stones such as black onyx, lapis lazuli, turquoise, tigereye, etc.

Intarsias and Mosaics

In both intarsia and mosaic work, small bits of different colored stones are fit together

and the top cut and polished to present a picture or other interesting pattern. Strictly
speaking, a mosaic is constructed on the top of a flat base of another material, while
an intarsia is also known as Florentine mosaic, or pietre <lure, is set flush into the
surface of the base material. The finest intarsias and mosaics were traditionally of
Italian origin, but intarsia has enjoyed something of a renaissance in recent years with
the fine work of artists such as Jim Kaufmann and Nicolai Medvedev.

Cameos and Intaglios

Cameos and intaglios are similar in that both usually are carved portraits in stone or
seashells. They differ in that cameos are raised portraits, while intaglios are carved
down into the surface of the material. Both typically take advantage of different
colored layers of material. The finest cameos and intaglios have traditionally come
from Italy or Germany.

Sculpture

Gemstones can be carved, like other materials, into almost any form, limited only by
the talents of the sculptor. Carving is accomplished with a variety of diamondimpregnated steel bits, saws, and grindstones.
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2.3.2 The use of electronic ordering system

Dewitt and Lerow (2002) stated that "today's marketplace demands that distributors
implement Web-base solution. Transitioning from manual to automated workflow
will have a major impact on daily operations and relationships". There are many
businesses which have changed their operations from traditional way to become ecommerce, which some of them have been implemented electronic ordering systems
to support their business transaction such as they established an electronic ordering
system primarily for business cards which tend to be the most scrutinized piece of
printing out; there, the salespeople didn't enjoy selling them. Electronic ordering is
great for these repeat orders and it allows customers to print out a color proof. It was
necessary to offer this service in order to get the salespeople to commit to marketing
these products again. Moreover, some company offers a fully integrated front- and
back-end Windows-based system. The program is a customizable, secure, and
electronic ordering system that ties together an online product catalog, support
information, online proofing, report generation and electronic messaging. This
software system needs to be updated in order to meet the needs of customers.

Zarley and Pereira (1994) pointed out that as the channel embraces an open-sourcing
environment, almost every major master reseller and distributor is either enhancing or
implementing online ordering systems in an effort to become the most efficient
supplier of products to resellers. The scramble for supremacy in the online-ordering
arena comes as resellers see the electronic interface to suppliers as a vital front end to
a broader distribution model. This distribution model will transfer much of their
backroom operations to distributors and master resellers. Moreover, the supplier that
can take orders electronically, custom-configure the product and deliver it to the
customer site for the lowest cost will win their business.
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Fryer (1995) stated that by being introduced a new way of working with a free
electronic ordering system called Corporate Connection to do purchasing online, the
ordering takes just a few mouse clicks, and one would receive immediate
confirmation for each item ordered as well as expected ship dates. Instead of writing
purchase orders, printing them out, and faxing them off, this system can save time and
makes it easier to place an order by ordering electronically.

In addition, an electronic ordering system allows the customers to create purchase
orders quickly and transmit them electronically directly into the ordering system. This
can eliminate the five manual steps, which are Taking the order over the phone,
Keying order information into the computer, Verifying availability and pricing,
Approving credit, and Releasing the order.

Ferguson and Gill (2003) stated that it was decided to develop an electronic ordering
system for Selectors use in the library. The overall goal is to automate the ordering
and selection processes as much as possible. In some ways, the new digital purchase
order form is a duplicate of the paper form. The main difference is that most of the
ordering information that had been originally handwritten is now filled in
automatically. The transition from a paper-based system to an automated electronic
ordering system is made smoothly and efficiently. The success of the new program is
the ability to order from multiple vendors and to incorporate specific codes that would
streamline book processing. Therefore, electronic ordering becomes the primary
method of ordering both print and non-print materials at library.
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CHAPTER3:METHODOLOGY

3.1

Project design

The framework of the electronic ordering system in order to simplify description of
entity and process will be described in this chapter.

3.1.1

Framework of the system development

For the proposed system, the system development life cycle (SDLC) methodology
will be used as the framework in order to develop the electronic ordering system.
Designed SDLC is composed of five main phases: investigation, analysis, design,
construction, and testing that allow for much more flexible and cyclical development
system. It can validate earlier analysis and can also identify business and user
requirements.
y$tem investigation
Understand problem

System analy is
Understand solution

System design

Select and plan best solution

System construction
Place solution info effect

,. ________________________________________________ _
I

I
I

yJitem testing (lJAT)

Figure 3-1 System development life cycle methodology (SDLC)
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Source: Adapted from Stair, 1995

3.2 Project process

The section will describe the methodology of the electronic ordering system in order
to follow the framework discipline.

3.2.1 Methodology of the electronic order processing

In order to achieve the target, the electronic ordering system should have the
components as follows:
3 .2.1.1 Investigation: A preliminary investigation is purposed to perform
clearly understanding the project. The gathering primary and secondary data
will importantly be in this phase in order to provide the completed basic data
gathering and understanding.
3.2.1.2 Analysis: The systems analysis phase is to begin with more clear
understanding of requirements and build a logical, non-physical model of the
new system. This phase also includes the substeps of requirements, data,
process and object modeling. The end result is a system requirements
document that describes user requirements and also contains an overview of
the entire project.
3.2.1.3 Design: The model was built during the analysis phase in order to
expand the detail with the type of data input and output.
3.2.1.4 Construction: In the systems construction phase, the system is
constructed, programs are written, documented, and tested. The goal of this
phase is to present a fully functioning of the system.
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The proposed system is developed by flexibility and convenience tools which
are based on ASP (Active Server Page) programming language, Java script
language, and Microsoft Access 2000 for DBMS.
3.2.1.5 User-acceptance test: The user acceptance test is developed in order to
ensure the consistence of function test and unit test environment. UAT, which
is the process of executing a program with the intent of user's acceptance the
outcome/results, will be used in order to ensure the basic principles that guide
user accepted testing. There are two different categories of UAT design
techniques as follows:
• Function test
Function test focuses on functional verification of a module and
incorporation of modules into a program structure. Validation testing
demonstrates tractability to software requirements, and system testing.
• Unit test environment
The unit test environment provides guidance for establishing acceptance
test cases sequences. Because a module is not an independent program,
driver and/or stub function must be developed for each unit test.

This acceptance is used to measure the usefulness and satisfaction of management and
staffs, NVR Gems Company Limited toward the electronic ordering system and
further expansion. The outcome of this project is the electronic ordering system.
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 The electronic ordering system
The electronic ordering system, which is conducted, based on actual information and
the user operation, will be presented and described in details. In addition, the
cost/benefit analysis will also be illustrated in this chapter.

In order to achieve the objectives, the proposed system should have the components
as follows:

4.1.1 Investigation
The systems investigation phase starts with the primary and secondary data. The
primary data is collected through the interviews with the Managing Director and staffs
of NVR Gems Company Limited, which is usable method of data collection. For the
customers, the results come from interviewing via telephone. In addition, observation
could be used to complement.

The objective of the new system design is to convert the user's requirement into the
system requirement. The design of the proposed system begins by using identified
system problems to develop objectives for the new system that satisfies these
objectives. The scope of activities in designing the new system for this project focuses
on solving the user's problems. The computerized system has been introduced to
working efficiency and effectiveness of the activities in the ordering process.
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The personal interview is a selected technique of requirements discovery methods.
Interviews are a fact-finding technique whereby the system analysts collect
information from individuals through face-to-face interaction. The most important
element of an information system is people. No other fact-finding technique places as
much as emphasis on people as interviews, but different people have different values,
priorities, opinions, motivation, and personalities. Therefore, to use the interviewing
technique, you must possess good human relation skills for dealing effectively with
different types of people. Like other fact-finding techniques, interviewing is not the
best method for all situations. Interviewing has its advantages and disadvantages,
which should be weighed against the other fact-finding techniques.

Observation is an effective data collection technique for obtaining an understanding
of a system. Observation is a fact-finding technique wherein the systems analyst
either participates in or watches a person perform activities to learn about the ordering
process. This technique is often used when the validity of data collected through other
methods is in question or when the complexity of certain aspects of the ordering
process prevents a clear explanation by the users. See all the questions for managing
director, staffs and customers in Appendix 8.

Secondary data come from reviewing the academic papers, text books, journals and
articles in order to perform clearly the method and to fundamentally solve the
problem of the ordering process.
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4.1.2 Analysis
The main purpose of the systems analysis phase is to begin with a clear understanding
of the managing director, staff, and customer requirements. The result after performed
the investigation phased, we found that most of the staffs are working with the
traditional way (manual process). Therefore, the end result can be illustrated as the
system requirement that describes the user's requirement (managing director, staffs,
and customers) and also contain an overview of the entire project.

4.1.2.1 User's requirement
According to the interviews, the results of the requirement can be summarized
and categorized by two perspectives as the following:

1. Managing director and staffs
Need a website to provide information and to be another channel for
communication between customers and the company
Must have information sharing throughout organization
Must have an online product catalogue
Must have reports generated for weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annually
basis
Able to forecast the market and customers' demands
Reduce cost of expenses such as telephone, fax, transportation, etc.
Utilize resources in terms of workforces and raw materials
Provide an up-to-date information of both staffs and customers
Reduce time to retrieve information such a historical order record
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2. Customers
Electronic form to place an order product in order to minimize the time
spending
Online product catalogue in order to view and provide information
Order tracking system via the company's website in stead of checking in
the traditional way

4.1.2.2 System requirements
With the reference to the problem statements mentioned in Chapter 1, dealing
with the staffs, NVR Gems Company Limited requires the electronic ordering
system to facilitate the day-to-day order performing operations. After
discussion with the managing director, staffs, and customers, the conclusion is
that the main functions of the internal order's operation should be automated.
The proposed system intends to automate most of the day-to-day operation
aspects of the business activities. Therefore, the lists of the main system
specification according to the user's requirements are as follows:

The proposed system should have the requirements as follows:
1

The system must reduce the time consuming of data entry.

2

The system keeps track of all information such the customer's details,
product details, and order details in order to retrieve and query in
timely basis.

3

Information sharing will be promoted to reduce data redundancy,
inconsistency and duplication.
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4

Data is kept in computerized format instead of paper format. It is
convenient for the user to retrieve and maintain data.

5

The system can easily create, update, and delete information regarding
to the user's request.

6

The system will store product information, both available and
unavailable, in order to calculate product request to serve the
customer's demands.

7

The system automatically records the number of invoice and cash
information into database.

8

The system can create the summary report of sales for each period of
time, such as weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annually.

9

The system can create the summary report of product sold for each
period of time, such as weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annually.

10

The system must support multi-user environment.

11

The system must be able to run on client-server architecture.

12

Security control level must be provided for each user.

13

The system must provide product online catalogue for the user

14

Website must provide necessary functions that support ordering
activities

15

Website must promote company information such a background and
necessary information in order to support for the customer and to be
another channel to communicate with customer

16

Website must help both the company and the customer to reduce time
and cost of expenses
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4.1.3 Design

A model is created for the electronic ordering system in the system design phase,
which will satisfy all workflow and the user's requirements. The model that was built
during the analysis phase is expanded in detail with system design, database design,
interface design, output design and also the recommended hardware and software
specification.

4.1.3.1 System design
System design involves with the workflow patterns, type of process and their
characteristics. The details of the system design will be divided into 2 subsections, which are the system specification and system flow for the electronic
ordering system. See context diagram, system flow and system specification
for electronic ordering system in Appendix 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

4.1.3.2 Database design
The database models of the electronic ordering system consist of the simple
relational database. In order to produce the electronic ordering system the list
of the table is shown below:

• Customer table stores the list of NVR Gems' customers
• Department table stores the list of NVR Gems' departments

• Employee table stores the list of NVR Gems' employees
• Invoice_Detail table stores the detailed invoice
• Invoice_Master table stores the general invoice

•

Login table stores the list ofusemames and passwords
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• PO_Detail table stores the detailed purchase order

•

PO_Master table stores the master purchase order

•

PR_Detail table stores the detailed purchase request

•

PR_Master table stores the master purchase request

•

Prod_Gem table stores the style of gems

•

Prod_Shape table stores the shapes or patterns of gems

•

Prod_Size table stores the size of gems

• Prod_Type table stores the type of gems

•

Product table stores the list of finished goods

•

Qtn_Detail table stores the detailed quantity for each order

• Qtn_Master table stores the master quantity for each order

•

Receipt_Detail table stores the detailed receipt

•

Receipt_Master table stores the master receipt

• Stock table stores the available product in the stock

Data dictionary design has a list following the above designed tables. See
relationship diagram in Appendix 3 and data dictionary details in Appendix 4.
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4.1.3.3 User interface design
The main objectives of designed input purpose is to provide easier input data
and reduce unnecessary paperwork by using graphic user interface screen
input on web-based architecture. See user interface design details in Appendix

6.
4.1.3.4 Hardware and software requirements
Hardware and software requirements for each server and client machine are
described in this section. Most of software applications are using Microsoft®
products. Microsoft® Windows® 2000 Server is selected as the operating
system for running as Web Server which is bundled with IIS 5.0 (Internet
Information Server 5.0). The client operating system is running on Microsoft®
Windows® 98 Second Edition respectively. For database management system
(DBMS), it is developed by Microsoft® Access 2000 and Microsoft ODBC
(Data Sources Open Database Connectivity) is used as database administrative
action. Therefore, the hardware and software specifications for the proposed
system are shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 respectively.

Table 4-1 Hardware specifications

Specification

Hardware

Server
CPU

Intel Pentium 4 - 2.0 GHz processor or higher

Cache

512 KB or higher

Memory

1GB or higher

Hard disk

60 GB or higher

CD-Rom drive

CD-ROM52x

Floppy drive

l.44MB

Network adapter

100-Base T
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Display adapter

SVGAcard

Display

15" Monitor

Modem

ADSLModem
220 Volt, 50 Hz, 20 Amp

UPS
Scanner

HP Scanner

Printer

Laser Printer/Dot Matrix Printer
Client

CPU

Intel Pentium III - 800 MHz or processor higher

Cache

256 KB or higher

Memory

128 MB or higher

Hard disk

10 GB or higher
24x or higher

CD-Rom drive
Floppy drive

1.44 MB

Network adapter

100 -Base T

Display adapter

SVGA card

Display

15" Monitor

Source: Developed for this project

Table 4-2 Software specifications
oftware

pecification
Server

Operating system

Microsoft Windows 2000 server SP4

Web Server

Internet Information Server (IIS) 5.0
Client

Operating system

Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional

Web Browser

Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher

Application Software

Microsoft Office 2000 Standard Edition

Web Authoring Software

Micromedia DreamweaverMX

Source: Developed for this project
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For effectiveness and efficiency in running the operations, the performance of
hardware and software should be considered to reduce the time consuming and
workload when using the system. The above specifications are the minimum
requirements in running the electronic ordering system.

4.1.3.5 Security and Control
The proposed system has the levels of user authentication and verification
process. These user verification processes are composed of the authorized
usemames and passwords. Basically, the proposed system will be hosted on
Web hosting which is providing the storage, connectivity, and services
necessary to serve files for a company website. Every web hosting provides
the high-level of the security such a Firewall to prevent and protect any
unauthorized user to access to the website, especially, the unintentional and
uninvited person such as hackers or competitors. Moreover, the data
encryption and decryption engine is installed with the proposed system as
well. These ensure that NVR Gems Company has more security level to the
proposed system.

4.1.4 Construction

The goal of this phase is to present a fully functioning system. The details of testing
can be categorized as follows:

•

To control a system to work in a correct way

• To discover the error and its cause in the system
• To make sure that the system can meet the user's requirements
• To revise the coding and eliminating of the system errors
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4.1.5 User acceptance test (UAT)
The user acceptance test is constructed in order to ensure the system specification and
stability of the system once the system is installed on server and client machine.
Accomplished the user acceptance test, the testing will be separated into 2 sections,
which are function test and unit test environment.

4.1.5 .1 Function test
After each module or unit has been developed, the function testing is executed
to test the functionality of that particular module whether it functions as
expected in the user's requirements. Test conditions are prepared in advance
of the actual coding. For the test conditions, conditions under which the
program is to be executed and the expected results of the program are stated.
Please note that the test conditions are done before the actual development.
This is preventing the possibility that the program is tested according to the
actual code, not the predefined set of conditions. This might result in the
deviation of the program's functionalities.
4.1.5.2 Unit test environment
Unit test environment is executed to ensure the proper functionalities of every
work unit once they are integrated. This is done to also ensure that one
program module does not have any effect on the functionality of the other
program modules once they are composed as a system. Similar to the function
testing, expected results are prepared and the actual results of the system test
are documented for future reference. See user acceptance details in appendix
7.
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4.1.6 User training plan
This section is to prepare for the staffs of NVR Gems Company to be ready for the
new system before it is placed in actual operations (traditional way). The training
sessions are conducted by the training team in order to educate the key users on how
to operate and trouble shoot the new system properly. The overview of the system
operations and procedures are included in the training. Each type of users will be
trained for their functions, which are the administrator, the salespeople and also other
staffs. The quality of the training provided to the personnel involved is very important
for the success of the system development. Moreover, it can prove that staffs
understand the new system in order to increase and leverage the working process.

4.2 Cost/Benefit analysis

4.2.1 Cost analysis
This section will discuss about the cost in constructing the in-house customized
electronic ordering system compared with the cost of operating the traditional process.

In order to develop the proposed system, NVR Gems Company has to invest for the
new hardware and software because there is yet no any hardware in the company. The
company has to purchase the minimum requirements in both server and client
machines (See hardware and software specification details in 4.1.3.5). Also, for the
software investment, the company has to pay for the constructing in-house customized
ordering system and other software license (operating system, database management
system, graphics tools, and so forth) in order to provide high-productivity reporting
technology for powerful content creation and integration on the server side.
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Table 4-3 Cost analysis
Cost analysis
Investigate and design

25,000 Baht

Develop application and database

20,000 Baht

Computer Server

50,000 Baht
100,000 Baht

Personal Computer (4 sets)
Microsoft® Windows® 2000 Server license

25,000 Baht

Microsoft® Windows® 2000 Professional license

10,000 Baht

Microsoft® Office 2000 Standard Edition

15,000 Baht

Miscellaneous

5,000 Baht
250,000 Baht

Total

Source: Developed for this project

Therefore, the total constructing cost of the electronic ordering is about 250,000 baht.

From the above discussion, the cost of in-house customized electronic ordering
system seems to be high in terms of cash spending. However, it is still cheaper and
more flexible if compared with the outsourcing option. It is efficient to interpret the
actual needs and requirements. Table 4-4 will compare of the cost of the electronic
ordering system between the in-house customized and outsourcing option.
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Table 4-4 Comparison of the electronic ordering system between the in-house
customized systems and outsourcing option
In-house cu tomized system

Outsourcing

Implementation

25,000 baht

150,000 baht

Maintenance (Annual)

12,000 baht

24,000 baht

Additional software

55,000 baht

-

Web-based application

Web-based application

Criteria

Architecture

Source: Developed for this project

As the result of table 4-4, the in-house customized is the better solution in order to
minimize the cost in developing the proposed system.

The testing environment is created in order to test the consumption of the cost and
time between the in-house customized electronic ordering system and traditional
system. The cost and time reduction are the key testing. Time of reduction (TOR)
recording and generating has been developed as the tested model.

4.2.1.1 Time reduction
The time-consumed measurement on TOR recording and reporting for the
proposed system comparing with the traditional system is decreased. The
details are shown in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5 The degree of achievement of the proposed system (on TOR)
Traditional system

Proposed system

Data recording/entry process

30 mins

lOmins

Prepare/Send quotation to customer

15 mins

2mins

Data update process

15 mins

2mins

Historical data retrieval process

lOmins

> 1 min

Reports generation process

120 mins

5 mins

Total

190mins

2Qmins

Process

Source: Developed for this project

As the result of table 4-5, the time-consumed in TOR recording and reporting
is decreased from 190 minutes to 20 minutes.

4.2.2 Benefit analysis
The benefits of the electronic ordering system cannot estimate total amount of
profit in forms of real money because the purpose of this system aims to help
utilize the order performing work function and manage ordering information
that will be more accurate, reliable, complete, timely, flexible and verifiable
by replacing the traditional operations. The benefit analysis is divided into two
main parts:

4.2.2.1 Tangible benefits
The following is the list of tangible benefits of the electronic ordering system.
•

Decrease the amount of time and cost consumption to complete tasks

•

Faster processing of operations, which are better than the traditional
operations.
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•

Faster access and retrieve for information.

•

Possibly help reduce human errors and avoid loss of information.

4.2.2.2 Intangible benefits
The following is the list of intangible benefits of the electronic ordering
system.
•

Enhancing the accuracy of information in the ordering process.

•

Increasing good company image and reputation.

•

Increasing job satisfaction for employees by eliminating tedious tasks.

•

Improving customer satisfaction in order to meet the customer's
requirements

•

Prepare for future expansion in computerized information system
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CHAPTERS: CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary of the result

The existing order system of the company cannot support customers in terms of the
increasing demand in both Thailand and foreign countries as well as many critical
problems that have occurred. After the existing order system is converted to be the
electronic ordering system, which is the proposed system, the efficiency of the
company's order system is increased. The electronic ordering system has provided the
customers and employees' convenient access to perform anywhere and anytime. It can
provide timely and reliable information to support decision-making in the
management level, especially resulted from the report generation function. Moreover,
the manager will be able to forecast marketing demand easier. It is also intended to
facilitate the routine tasks of the operational level that can work faster and more
efficient. Eventually, the electronic ordering system can help the company to utilize
the people and resources effectively. Consequently, the company can reduce the
number of employees; similarly, the operating expense can be decreased.

All information such as customers, ordering, product must be kept track on the system
for accuracy and tracking purpose. Information will be automatically kept up-to-date
in manner basis via using the online user interface (web-based application) and online
queries. The historical data of the customer's orders are stored on the database that
data is operated more efficiently. Therefore, the company can utilize this information
to predict for the future trend to meet the customer's requirements and improves the
efficiency of controlling the stock. As a result, the company increases its potentiality
to receive more orders from the member customers as well as the potential customers.
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Finally, the company gets an opportunity to expand the market to the potential
customers through its website.

The contributions of academic are to apply the technology together with management.
They come from the courses learnt to the real case study of this project. Many
methods and theories have been applied to this project in order to gain the most
benefits for the company.

After well studying and analyzing the problems, the company is able to know how to
solve the problems with the right solutions. These can be measured by the results of
the benefits that have been occurred through this project. In the traditional way, the
business model has changed to adopt the new business model that makes and enables
the business more efficient and effective. By using technology tools, this would help
the company to break the problems that has been mentioned and could be able to
response to the customers and employees' requirements and it can create the user's
satisfaction as well.

However, it can prove that sometimes the theory might not be applied in a real
situation resulted from the limitations in the business case. Finally, the new business
model of ordering system is not only suitable for gems business, but it can also be
applied for other businesses as well. Anyone who is interested in this project, this
paper can help for the guideline and can be modified for the further research.
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5.2 Recommendations
There are some factors that are important to the implementation and the operation of
the proposed system. These factors are:

The person who is the administrator of the proposed system must be
trained to understand the operation of the proposed system.
The owner of the company must be trained how to operate the proposed
system in order to make good use of the proposed system which will lead
to the right decision making.
In the future, the website should provide more information as well as more
features, such as allowing the customers to pay by credit card via the
Internet and is secured by Secure Socket Layer (SSL)

In addition, this proposed system only focuses on the ordering system. The company
should have the other supporting system such as accounting system which develops in
order to control the revenue since invoice information can be used as the preliminary
data for the accounting system. Furthermore, another area should be considered in the
productivity function which can obtain higher productivity improvement in order to
serve the customer's ordering rapidly, thus that will increase customer satisfaction.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1 - CONTEXT DIAGRAM FOR ELECTRONIC
ORDERING SYSTEM
Context diagram is a means of representing a system at high level of detail with a graphic
network of symbols showing data flows, data processes, and data sources/destinations.
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APPENDIX 3 - SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

1. User's authentication and authorization

1.1 User's authentication and admittance
•

In order to prevent false attempts to undergo the registration process, users

must be validated before the actual registration is allowed.
User's name and password will be checked to ensure authenticity and
integrity.
1.2 User's name and password assignment
•

The system administrator will assign a usemame and a password to the
customer.

•

The usemame and password can then be used to access the system based on
the user's roles and responsibilities, which are the administrator and
customers.

2. Stock Management

2.1 Stock perform and product preparation
•

Staffs will be assigned to be responsible for adding and modifying gems.

•

These reports may be viewed directly on the web browser or printed out as
hardcopies for filing.

3. Product management

3.1 Manage and prepare gems
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•

Staffs will be assigned to be responsible for adding and modifying gem's type,
shape, size, and price.

4. Customer Management
4.1 Customer information
•

Staffs will be assigned to be responsible to add and modify the customer's
information.

4.2 Product request
•

Staffs will be assigned to be responsible to add and modify product requests

•

These reports may be viewed directly on the web browser or printed out as
hardcopies for filing.

4.3 Quotation
•

Staffs will be assigned to be responsible to add and modify quotations.

•

These reports may be viewed directly on the web browser or printed out as
hardcopies for filing.

4.4 Purchase order
•

Staffs will be assigned to be responsible to add and modify purchase orders

•

These reports may be viewed directly on the web browser or printed out as
hardcopies for filing.

4.5 Receipt
•

Staffs will be assigned to be responsible to add and modify receipts.

•

These reports may be viewed directly on the web browser or printed out as
hardcopies for filing.
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APPENDIX 4 - RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM

The relationship model is a model for representing the conceptual model for the data
centric design of an application. The kind of relationship depends on how the related
fields are defined:

•

A one-to-many relationship is created if only one of the related fields is a primary
key or has a unique index.

•

A one-to-one relationship is created if both of the related fields are primary keys
or have unique indexes.

•

A many-to-many relationship is really two one-to-many relationships with a third
table whose primary key consists of two fields - the foreign keys from the two
other tables.
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APPENDIX 5 - DATA DICTIONARY
Table 1 - Customer
TABLE NAME

Customer

PRIMARY KEY

login

AUDITFINDING

login + contact_name + position + email +

company_name + address + country+ zipcode + tel + fax + remark

Field name
login
contact name
position
email
company_name
address
country
zipcode
tel
fax
remark

Description
Login ID
Contact Name
Position
Email
Company Name
Address
Country
Zip Code
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Remarks

Table 2 - Department
TABLE NAME

Department

PRIMARY KEY

dept_id

AUDITFINDING

dept_id + dept_name

.Field name

Descri tion
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Data type
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Length

50
250
100
250
100
250
50
50
50
50
250

Table 3 - Employee
TABLE NAME

Employee

PRIMARY KEY

emp_id

AUDITFINDING

emp_id +login+ emp_name + dept_id +position+

address+ home_tel + mobile_tel + office_tel +email+ resign_date + sign_date +remark

Field name
emp id
login
emp name
dept id
position
address
home tel
mobile tel
office tel
email
resign date
sign date
remark

Description
Employee ID
Login ID
Employee Name
Department ID
Position
Address
Telephone Number
Mobile Number
Office Number
Email
Resignation Date
Hire Date
Remark

Data type
Text
Text
Number
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Date/Time
Date/Time
Text

Lemrth

50
250
Long Integer

250
250
250
50
50
50
250
250

Table 4 - Invoice detail
TABLE NAME

Invoice detail

PRIMARY KEY

invoice id

AUDITFINDING

invoice_id +seq+ gem_id + gem_type + shape_id

+ size_id + size_type +size+ unit+ amount+ ppu

Field name
invoice id
seq
gem id

Description
Invoice ID
Update Sequence Number
Gem ID
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Data type
Text
Number
Text

Lemrth
50
Long Integer

50

gem type
shape id
size id
size type
size
unit
amount
ppu

Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Type of gem
Shape ID
Size ID
Size type
Size of gem
Unit
Amount
Price per unit

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Table 5 - Invoice master
TABLE NAME

Invoice master

PRIMARY KEY

invoice id

AUDITFINDING

invoice_id + invoice_date + rcpt_id + customer_id

+status

Field name
invoice id
invoice date
rcpt id
customer id
status

Description
Invoice ID
Invoice Date
Receipt ID
Customer ID
Status

.

Data type
Text
Date/Time
Text
Text
Text

Len 2th

50
-

50
50
50

Table 6 - Login
TABLE NAME

Login

PRIMARY KEY

login

AUDITFINDING

login + password + user_type

Descri tion
Login ID
Password
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Data
e
Text
Text
Text

Len th

50
50
50

Table 7 - PO Detail
TABLE NAME

po_detail

PRIMARY KEY

po_id

AUDITFINDING

po_id + seq + gem_id + gem_type + shape_id +

size_id + size_type + size + unit + amount + ppu

Field name
po id
seq
gem id
gem type
shape id
size id
size type
size
unit
amount
ppu

Description
Purchase order ID
Update sequence number
Gem ID
Type of gem
Shape ID
Size ID
Size type
Size
Unit
Amount
Price per unit

-

Data type
Text
Number
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Lenl!th

50
Long Integer

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Table 8 - PO Master
TABLE NAME

po_master

PRIMARY KEY

po_id

AUDITFINDING

po_id + po_date + po_time + qtn_id + customer_id

+ emp_id + ship_date + invoice_date +status

Field name
po id
po date
po time
qtn id

Description
Purchase order ID
Date of purchase
Time of purchase
Quotation ID
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Data type
Text
Date/Time
Date/Time
Text

Length

50

-

50

customer id
emp id
shio date
invoice date
status

Text
Number
Date/Time
Date/Time
Text

Customer ID
Employee ID
Date of shipment
Date of invoice
Status

50
Long Integer
-

50

Table 9 - PR Detail
TABLE NAME

pr_detail

PRIMARY KEY

pr_id

AUDITFINDING

pr_id + seq + gem_id + gem_type + shape_id +

size_id + size_type + size + unit + amount + ppu

Field name
pr id
Seq
gem id
gem type
shape id
size id
size type
size
unit
amount
DOU

Description
Purchase request ID
Update sequence number
Gem ID
Type of gem
Shape ID
Size ID
Size type
Size
Unit
Amount
Price per unit

-

Data type
Text
Number
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Lemrth

50
Long Integer

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Table 10- PR Master
TABLE NAME

pr_master

PRIMARY KEY

pr_id

AUDITFINDING

pr_id + pr_date + pr_time + customer_id +status
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Field name
pr id
pr date
pr time
customer id
status

Description
Purchase request ID
Date to purchase request
Time to purchase request
Customer ID
Status

Data type
Text
Date/Time
Date/Time
Text
Text

Loot?th

50

-

50
50

Table 11 - Prod Gem
TABLE NAME

prod_gem

PRIMARY KEY

gem_id

AUDITFINDING

gem_id + gem_name + pie + status + wsize +

remark

Field name
gem id
gem name
pie
status
ws1ze
remark

Description
Gem ID
Gem Name
Gem picture
Status
Weight size
Remark

Data type
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Lent?th

50
50
250
50
50
250

Table 12-Prod_shape
TABLE NAME

prod_shape

PRIMARY KEY

shape_id

AUDITFINDING

shape_id + shape_name + pie + status + dsize +

rsize + remark

Field name
shape_id
shape name

Description
Shape ID
Shape Name
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Data type.
Text
Text

Length

50
50

pie
status
ws1ze
rsize
remark

Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Shape picture
Status
Weight size
Round size
Remark

250
50
50
50
250

Table 13 - Prod size
TABLE NAME

prod_size

PRIMARY KEY

size id

AUDITFINDING

size_id + size_type + size + unit + status + remark

Field name
size id
size _type
size
unit
status
remark

Description
Size ID
Size type
Size
Unit
Status
Remark

D ata type
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Lent?th
50
50
50
50
50
250

Data
c
Text
Text

Len th

Table 14 - Prod_type
TABLE NAME

prod_type

PRIMARY KEY

type_id

AUDITFINDING

type_id + type_name

Field name
e id
type_name

Descri tion
T eID
Type of gem
1. Natural
2. Glass
3. S thetic
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50
50

Table 15 - Product
TABLE NAME

product

PRIMARY KEY

prod_id

AUDITFINDING

prod_id + shape_id + gem_id + type_id + size_id +

size_type + ppu + pie + status + remark

Field name
prod id
shape id
gem id
type id
size id
size type
ppu
pie
status
remark

Description
Product ID
Shape ID
Gem ID
Type ID
Size ID
Size type
Price per unit
Gem picture
Status
Remark

)

Data type
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Lenl(th

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
250
50
250

Table 16-Qtn_Detail
TABLE NAME

qtn_detail

PRIMARY KEY

qtn_id

AUDITFINDING

qtn_id + seq+ gem_id + gem_type + shape_id +

size_id + size_type +size+ unit+ amount+ ppu

Field name
qtn id
seq
gem id
gem type

Description
Quotation ID
Update sequence number
Gem ID
Type of gem
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Data type
Text
Number
Text
Text

Len 2th

50
Long Integer

50
50

shape id
size id
size type
size
unit
amount
ppu

Shape ID
Size ID
Size type
Size
Unit
Amount
Price per unit

Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Table 17 - Qtn_Master
TABLE NAME

qtn_master

PRIMARY KEY

qtn_id

AUDITFINDING

qtn_id+ qtn_date +pr_id+ customer_id+ status

Field name
qtn id
qtn date
pr id
customer id
status

Description
Quotation ID
Date of Quotation
Purchase request ID
Customer ID
Status

Data type
Text
Date/Time
Text
Text
Text

Length

50

50
50
50

Table 18 - Receipt_Detail
TABLE NAME

receipt__detail

PRIMARY KEY

rcpt_id

AUDITFINDING

rcpt_id + seq+ gem_id + gem_type + shape_id +

size_id + size_type +size+ unit+ amount+ ppu

Field name
rcpt id
seq
gem id
gem type
shape id
size id

Description
Receipt ID
Update sequence number
Gem ID
Type of gem
Shape ID
Size ID
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Data type
Text
Number
Text
Text
Text
Text

Lenirt:b

50
Long Integer

50
50
50
50

size type
size
unit
amount
DOU

Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Size type
Size
Unit
Amount
Price per unit

50
50
50
50
50

Table 19 - Receipt_Master
TABLE NAME

receipt_master

PRIMARY KEY

rcpt_id

AUDITFINDING

rcpt_id +rcpt_date+ po_id + customer_id +status

Field name
rcpt id
rcpt date
po id
customer id
status

Description
Receipt ID
Receipt Date
Purchase order ID
Customer ID
Status
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Data type
Text
Date/Time
Text
Text
Text

Len2th

50

50
50
50

Table 20 - Stock
TABLE NAME

Stock

PRIMARY KEY

prod_id

AUDITFINDING

prod_id + shape_id + gem_id + gem_type + size_id

+ size_type +Quotation+ order_quan + on_sale +remark

Fiel<lname
prod id
shape id
gem id
gem type
size id
size type
quotation
order auan
on sale
remark

Descr•otio~

Product ID
Shape ID
Gem ID
Type of gem
Size ID
Size type
Quotation
Order quantity
Product on sale
Remark
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Data type
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Len2i'h

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
250
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APPENDIX 7 - USER ACCEPTANCE TEST

1)
No.

Administrator/Staff
Test case

Expected result

I

Comments

Actual result

User authentication and authorization
1

Administrator log
in with the correct
user name and
password.

Access to the
system if usemame
and password valid.

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Deny the access
usemame or
password is
incorrect.

Administrator relogin usemame and
password.

If usemame or
password is denied,
the system will redirect login page
and prompt to reenter valid
username and
password.

3

Enable
authorization access
to administrator in
order to perform
stock, product, and
customer
management
functions.

The administrator's Actual result as
of expected
right is to access
and manage the
result.
customers',
products', and stock
information.

4

Allow
administrator/staff
leave the system
when it is no longer
be used

Choose Logout to
leave the system

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Add the product in
the inventory by
choosing gems,
gems shape, type of
gems, and size.

Actual result as
of expected
result.

2

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Stock Management
4

Allow the
administrator/staff
to manage product
in the inventory
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11

For example,
choose amethyst>heart->natural>3x3
5

Allow the
administrator/staff
to add or update
the price

Add/update number
of available finished
goods which are
ready to sell into the
inventory

Item available (or
finished goods) will
be shown on
customer side when
he/she presses an
order

Actual result as
of expected
result.

For example, add
finished goods 20
units for natural
heart-amethyst, 3x3
Product management

6

Allow the
administrator/staff
to manage gem's
type in the product
management
function

Add new gem
information
Stepl: Fill new
gems' id, gems '
name, Weight size
available (Yes/No)
and Then submit to
complete this
process

Actual result as
of expected
result.
I'

Step2: Choose
gems' picture and
upload into
database. then
submit to complete
this process

7

Allow the
administrator/staff
to manage gem's
shape in the

'

Edit gems
information and
then submit to
complete this
process

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Delete gems when it
is no longer be used
by checking on the
checkbox

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Add new gems'
shape

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Step 1: Fill new
shape name, shape
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product
management
function

code, and dimension
or radius. Then
submit to complete
this process
Step2: Choose
gems' picture and
upload into
database. Then
submit to complete
this process

8

9

Allow the
administrator/staff
to manage gem's
size in the product
management
function

Allow the
administrator/ staff
to define gem's
price in the product
management
function

Edit shape
information and
then press submit to
update new one

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Delete gems' shape
when it is no longer
be used by checking
on the checkbox

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Add new gems' size
by creating new size
code, size type
(weight, dimension,
radius), size, and
unit. Then submit to
complete this
process

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Edit size
information and
then submit to
complete this
process

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Delete gems' size
when it is no longer
be used by checking
on the checkbox

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Add new price list
Actual result as
which is categorized of expected
by weight,
result.
dimension, and
radius
Step 1: Select gem
Step2: Select shape
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This test case can be
applied for any size
types and types of
gems

Step3: Select type
of gems (natural,
glass, synthetic).
Set new price for
each gems' type and
then submit to
complete this
process
Edit gems' price
and then submit to
complete this
process

Actual result as
of expected
result.

For example, update
antique-amethyst,
0.5 Ct. from 550 to
650.
Customer Management

10

Allow the staff to
manage customer
information in
customer
management
function

Add new customer
information
Stepl: Fill in login
name and password.
Step2: Fill in
contact name,
position, Email,
company name,
address, country, zip
code, telephone, and
fax. Then submit to
complete this
process
Edit customer
information and
change or reset
his/her password.
Then submit to
complete this
process

11

New customer
will be shown
in the customer
list

For step2, field with
(*)must be
completed

Now customer
can view new
his/her
information and
login with new
password

Allow the staff to
Step 1: View product Actual result as
manage product
request that make an of expected
request in customer order (by user
result.
management
"alongnui")
function
Steo2: Check and
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For step 1, password
requires 8 minimum
characters.

Once, customer
press an order, the
system will allow
staff can view this
request.

For step2, staff can
see the order for
Natural(l2),
Glass(5), and
Synthetic(lO) in
consequence

revise customer
request.
Step3:Then press
"Make Quotation"
to complete this
process
12

Allow the staff to
manage quotation
in customer
management
function

Press "View" to
check purchase
order before submit
quotation to
customer (initial)

Staffs checks and
reviews product
request, then the
quotation will be
sent back to
customer

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Press "Save" to
make a quotation to
customer (checked)
13

Allow the staff to
manage purchase
order in customer
management
function

Press "View" button Actual result as
to check
of expected
result.
Press "Deliver"
button to confirm
the product has been
delivered on the
shipped date

14

Allow the staff to
manage receipt in
customer
management
function

Step 1: Press "View"
to check customer
PO

Actual result as
of expected
result.
11

Step2: Press
"Invoice Pay" when
invoice has been
paid

Report
15

Allow the staff to
view sales volume
in report function

Step 1: Select "Since
date" and "To date"
(Assume that order
periods are during 3
months)

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Step2: Press
"Submit" to
generate invoice
report to see sales
volume.
16

Allow the staff to
view sale product

Step 1: Select "Since
date" and "To date"
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Staff will see the
order after customer
make a purchase
request

Actual result as
of expected

in report function

(Assume that order
periods are during 3
months)

result.

Step2: Press
"Submit" to
generate products
order

2)

Customer

No.

Test case

Expected resu It

Actual result

User authentication and authorization
1

Customer log in
with the correct
user name and
password that
company provided

Access to the
system if usemame
and password valid.

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Deny the access
usemameor
password is
incorrect.

2

Customer re-login
usemame and
password.

If usemame or
password is denied,
the system will redirect login page
and prompt to reenter valid
usemame and
password.

Actual result as
of expected
result.

3

Enable
authorization access
to customer in order
to perform his/her
information, and
order tracking
functions.

The customer's
right is to access
the system in order
to view and update
necessary
information

Actual result as
of expected
result.

4

Allow customer
leaves the system
when it is no longer
be used

Choose Logout to
leave the system

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Allow customer to
manage his/her

Change his/her

Actual result as
of expected

Profile
5
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Comment

information in
customer profile

information

result.

For example,
customer's position
or address. Then
press "Save" button
to complete this
process
Change password
and then press "Set
Password" button

Actual result as
of expected
result.

New password has
been ready for next
login

Step 1: Choose gem
(amethyst) and
press "Select"

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Once finish this
process, the system
will automatically
show on product
request at staffs
side

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Once finish this
process, the system
will automatically
show on product
request at staffs
side

View Cart

Allow customer
purchase and order
products in view
cart function

6

Step2: Choose gem
type (antique) and
press "Select"
Step3: Go to
"Weight Tab" and
press "Order" for
code "w 1'', size
"0.5"
Step4: Fill in the
order amount for
"Natural(12),
Glass(5),
Synthetic( IO)",
then press "Add
Cart" to complete
this process
Step5: Press
"Finish" to make an
order

Product

7

Allow customer
view and customize
products in online
product catalog

Step 1: Choose gem
(amethyst) and
press "Select"
Step2: Choose gem
type (antique) and
press "Select"
Step3: Go to
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"Weight Tab" and
press "Order" for
code "w 1", size
"0.5"
Step4: Fill in the
order amount for
"Natural(12),
Glass(5),
Synthetic( to)",
then press "Add
Cart" to complete
this process
Step5: Press
"Finish" to make an
order
Order Tacking

8

Allow customer to
manage his/her
purchase request

Press "View PR to
check customer
purchase request

Actual result as
of expected
result.

Actual result as
Press "View
Quotation" to check of expected
and confirm their
result.
requests
Case 1: Press order
without changing
anything
Case2: Change
order amount from
12 to 10. Press
"RecaICulate"
button to
accumulate new
price.

Customer can view
or update his/her
product in case of
acquiring more or
reduce the product.
The button will be
shown when
company send
quotation to
customer

Press "Order" to
confirm order back
to company

9

Allow the customer
to manage his/her
purchase order

Check order status
and delivery date
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View the PO status
whether the order is
in progress or not

APPENDIX 8 - INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Managing director/staffs
All questions have been conducted and gathered by interview 1 Managing director and 7
staffs, the result of the questions can be summarized as the following:

1. What is/are the major problem(s) of the current process?

1.1

Managing director
Information sharing
Lost of information
Miscommunication with customers (fax and phone)
Do not have an up-to-date product catalogue (cost and time)
Cost of transportation, telephone, and fax
Do not have report generating for monthly basis
Difficult to forecast the market and customer demands
Unable to gain market share
Difficult to expand the market into foreign market

1.2

Staffs
Difficult to retrieve all information (customer, order, product, etc.)
Ordering process is very slow because it's manually done.
There are a lot of paper works for staffs because all data are kept in paper
format.
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Miscommunication with customers (fax and phone)
Work inefficient and ineffectiveness
A lot of calls from customers
Information sharing
Difficult to manage and control inventory

It takes long time to generate a report to a manager
Stock of product is kept in paper format and not updated in real-time. It is
difficult for sales staffs to negotiate with customers about the delivery date.
Stock of raw materials are kept in paper format and not updated in real-time. It
is difficult to manage raw materials in the stock.

2.

What is/are the factor(s) that is/are unable to compete with other competitors?

2.1 Managing director/staffs
Do not have product information providing to customers and other people
Do not have an appropriated system or technology in order to support the
customer's requirement s(website, email, online product catalog, etc.)
Do not have an appropriated system or technology in order to compete with other
competitors
Do not have system to support within organization in terms of information sharing
and the updated information
Do not have inventory management system in terms of out of stock and over stock
matters
Do not have the up-to-dated information providing for customers in timely basis
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3. What do you think technology is important for your business nowadays?
3 .1 Managing director
Able to compete with other competitors
Reduce time and cost
Create better working environment
Convenience and comfortable for employees
Provide another channel to communicate with customers and other people
Create company image and reputation
Reduce human error
3.2 Staffs
Easy to retrieve all information (customer, order, product, etc.)
Ease to communicate with customers
Work efficient and effectiveness
Work faster and accuracy
Reduce human errors
Protect the lost of information
Easy to manage and maintain all information
Easy to backup and information recovery
Timely and real-time communication such as instant messaging, IRC
Able to access and retrieve information from different departments
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4. What is/are the tool(s) that can help your work or business?
4.1 Managing director
Computerized system
Website
Web-based application
Email
Reporting tools
Electronic form to support ordering purpose
4.2 Staffs
New working process
Computerized system
Intranet by using web-based application
Email

5. What is/are your expectation(s) from the proposed system?
5.1 Managing director
Need website to provide information and to be another channel for
communication between customers and the company
Must have information sharing throughout organization
Must have an online product catalogue
Must have report generating for monthly basis
Able to forecast the market and customer demands
Reduce cost of expenses (such a telephone, fax, transportation, etc.)
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Utilize resources (workforces and raw materials)
Provide an up-to-date information to customers
5.2 Staffs
Able to response customer requirement rapidly
Fast and easy to retrieve all information (customer, order, and product)
Work faster and accuracy
Easy to communicate with customer via website
Increase work efficiency and effectiveness
Easy to control and maintain inventory
Reduce number of calls from customers
Reduce the redundancy working process
Information sharing between departments
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Customer
All questions below have been conducted and gathered by interview 20 customers.

1. Is it difficult to contact to company?

0

Yes

0

No

2. Is it difficult to check and track order status?

0

Yes

0

No

3. Is the company providing inadequate information (product and company)?

0

Yes

0

No

4. Have you ever experienced about taking long time to order product?

0

Yes

0

No

5. Have you ever experienced with an incorrect order?

0

Yes

0

No

6. Have you ever experienced with late delivery?

0

Yes

0

No

7. Have you ever experienced with high cost of telephone and fax?

0

Yes

0

No

8. Do you believe that computerized system will reduce time and cost of operation?

0

Yes

0

No

9. Do you believe that computerized system will help your business run faster?

0

Yes

0

No

10. Do you believe that computerized system will reduce human errors?

0

Yes

0

No
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11. Do you think that computerized system is required and important for the business
nowadays?

0

Yes

0

No

0

No

0

No

12. Do you know what website is?

0

Yes

13. Do you know what e-mail is?

0

Yes

14. Do you know what online catalogue is?

0

Yes

0

No

15. Do you know what electronic order form is?

0

Yes

0

No

16. Should the company provide e-mail or website to customers?

0

Yes

0

No

17. Do you want to order product via e-mail instead of telephone or fax?

0

Yes

0

No

18. Do you want an electronic form to support when you make an order?

0

Yes

0

No

19. Do you want to check and track the order status via website?

0

Yes

0

No

20. Do you need to check up-to-date product information on website?

0

Yes

0

No

21. Is website convenience to access everywhere at anytime?

0

Yes

0

No
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22. Does website help you easy to make decision for purchasing?

0

Yes

0

No

23. Does website/e-mail help you to communicate faster and easier with company?

0

Yes

0

No

24. Does technology help you to reduce cost of operations?

0

Yes

0

No

25. Does website/e-mail help you work efficiently and effectively?

0

Yes

0

No
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